
 

 

 

 

Revolutionizing Healthcare: IMEXHS and deepc Join Forces to Create AI-Powered Radiology Solution 

 

IMEXHS and deepc are excited to announce the launch of their new solution offering, "IMEX AI Powered by 

deepc." This collaboration aims to revolutionize the healthcare industry and improve the quality of life for 

patients. 

deepc, a leading provider of Radiology AI solutions, has developed the Radiology AI Operating System 'deepcOS'. 

This operating system allows easy access to a portfolio of globally leading, regulatory-cleared AI solutions for 

more than 35 clinical indications. By adopting deepcOS, hospitals and clinics can significantly reduce the time 

and effort required for AI adoption and implementation, making the process easy and scalable. 

IMEXHS specializes in enterprise imaging solutions that can improve workflows at hospitals and clinics. Their 

cloud-based software solutions are accessible to centers of all sizes worldwide, making it easier and more 

flexible for everyone to access high-tech medical imaging platforms. As a result, healthcare providers can 

optimise their radiology services and improve efficiency by implementing a single solution to manage image 

files, records, and billing. 

The alliance between IMEXHS and deepc combines their expertise, providing a one-stop-shop for medical 

imaging necessities. With deepc's advanced platform and AI solutions and IMEXHS's cloud-based enterprise 

imaging platform, healthcare providers will have access to cutting-edge technology that is scalable, adaptable, 

accessible, and can offer seamless interoperability while maintaining data integrity. In addition, the solution will 

improve the accuracy and speed of diagnostics, resulting in faster reporting and more efficient workflows. 

Ultimately, it will lead to better patient outcomes and improved quality of life for millions of people in Latin 

America. 

In summary, "IMEX AI Powered by deepc" will benefit the healthcare industry and its patients by bringing 

together their expertise and providing state-of-the-art technology that is easy to access, scalable, and can 

improve the efficiency of medical imaging workflows. Using deepcOS and IMEXHS's cloud-based solutions will 

enable healthcare providers to optimize their radiology services, leading to faster reporting, more efficient 

workflows, and better patient outcomes. 

John Moulden, Chief Commercial Officer deepc stated, “We are very pleased to collaborate with IMEXHS and 

excited to see the outcome as we deliver a solution we believe will positively benefit both the treating 

physicians and the people of Colombia and wider Latin America”.  


